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Flow selection support in IPFIX

Status of this Memo

   This document is an Internet-Draft and is in full conformance with
   all provisions of Section 10 of RFC2026.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups. Note that
   other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-
   Drafts. Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of
   six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other
   documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as
   reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt

   The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html.

Abstract

   Flow selection is the process of selecting only a limited number of
   flows out of all the flows observable/observed at an IPFIX device.
   The selection can be done in the metering process, by selectively
   accounting only some of the incoming packets, in the flow recording
   process, by keeping only some of the created flow records, or in the
   exporting process, by exporting only some of the flow records of the
   flow recording process. This document describes the scenarios where
   flow selection can be applied, discusses what information about the
   flow selection process is beneficial to export and provides an
   information model for it.
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1. Introduction

   The flow records exported out of an IPFIX device may be only a
   limited subset of the flows observable/observed at the observation
   points of the device. This may happen for several reasons, including
   resource limitations and/or explicit policies of the metering
   process, the flow recording process and the exporting process
   (functionalities of these processes are described in [Sad03]). For
   applications receiving and parsing flow information, it may be
   important to know details about the applied flow selection.
   As an analogy, consider what happens with packet sampling. An
   application receiving counters relative to a flow whose packets were
   sampled needs to know details about the packet sampling procedure
   (e.g. the sampling ratio), in order to re-normalize the counters or
   simply to adjust its level of trust of the received information.

2. Limitations and scope

   This document does not address the flow selection that can result
   from the sampling of packets in the metering process before flow
   classification. As an example, if 1 out of N sampling is applied
   before flow classification, some of the most short flows may not
   have even a single packet of them sampled for measurement, and
   therefore may be totally invisible to the IPFIX device.
   Although the information about the number of packets not reaching
   the flow classification function because of sampling may be
   available, it is not in the scope of this document to describe if
   and how to export it.
   This document is also not concerned about packets associated with a
   flow that are dropped (i.e. not forwarded) at an observation point,
   but that are anyway accounted for measurements, i.e. that account
   for the droppedPacketCount and droppedByteCount defined in [Cal03].
   Dropping of packets but correct accounting of them may happen, for
   example, because of firewalling rules.
   On the contrary, this document considers:

   - the packet sampling that may be done in the metering process 1)
     after flow classification and 2) considering the flow state
     information contained in the flow recording process (if this block
     is present). This type of sampling is defined in [ZeSamp03] as
     flow state dependent sampling, but should be considered also in
     the IPFIX WG, because of its flow driven nature, as will be
     clarified later.
   - the flow selection that can be done in the flow recording process
     (when present) and in the flow exporting process.

3. Causes of flow selection and relevant exportable information



   We identify and describe some possible causes of flow selection,
   along with the information that can be beneficial to make available
   to applications about it.
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3.1 Policies/resource limitations in the metering process

   The main reason for applying in the metering process a packet
   selection driven by the state of the flow recording process (flow
   state dependent sampling) is that the flow recording process may not
   have, at a certain point in time, enough positions to record all
   observable flows. Another reason may be that there may not be enough
   processing resources to create and manage a new flow record.
   To cope with these limitation, a number of possible policies can be
   applied, the simplest one being not to consider for measurement the
   new packets that do not belong to already existing flow records
   (i.e. that would require the creation of a new one).
   More refined policies are however possible, mainly aimed at the so
   called elephant flow detection, i.e. to give priority in the flow
   recording process to flows carrying more traffic. For instance,
   [EsVa01] propose criteria to define a packet eligible to create a
   new flow record (sample and hold, multistage filters). [Molina03]
   proposes a method to prioritize the occupancy of flow recording
   process position according to a metric related to flowsÆ dynamic. In
   [Molina03] it may also happen that a flow record in the flow
   recording process is deleted in order to make room for a flow record
   opened by a newly arriving packet (we will explicitly consider the
   consequences of this case later in this document).
   Independently of the specific algorithms, we are concerned here
   about defining what information it makes sense to keep about the
   flow state dependent packet sampling and make available to
   applications.
   It is certainly possible to keep a cumulative counter of the total
   number of packets and bytes that were not considered for measurement
   because of flow state dependent sampling. Also, it is possible to
   keep a timestamp for the first and last of these non measured
   packets. This means, in practice, to aggregate all these packets in
   a macro flow, and keep track of its volume and duration.
   Imagining keeping more detailed information about packets not
   measured because of flow state dependent sampling would contradict
   the fact that the sampling is done because of lack of memory and/or
   processing resources.

3.2 Policies/resource limitations in the flow recording process

   This block is optional in the IPFIX framework architecture. However,
   we address here the case where it is present.
   We already described in the previous section that because of lack of
   memory positions in the flow recording process some incoming packets
   may be discarded if they lead to the opening of a new flow record.
   However, under certain circumstances, it may be advantageous to
   discard an existing flow record in the flow recording process to



   make room for the new record opened by an arriving packet. For
   example, an algorithm for taking the decision whether to discard the
   new arriving packet or an existing flow record is described in
   [Molina03]. Once again, we are not concerned here about the
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   algorithm details but about what information to store about this
   record removal.
   For the same reasons expressed before, we argue that it does not
   make sense to store separate information for each discarded flow
   record, as it would contradict the motivation itself for which the
   discarding is done (lack of memory resources).
   The information that is certainly possible to keep with a limited
   effort is a cumulative counter of the total number of not yet
   exported packets and bytes belonging to flow records that were
   eliminated from the flow recording process.
   Ideally, we would also like to keep a timestamp for the first (T_fd)
   and last (T_ld) not yet exported packets belonging to all these
   discarded flow records. This would mean, in practice, to aggregate
   all these packets in a macro flow, and keep track of its volume and
   duration. To do so precisely, we would need to keep in each flow
   record a timestamp for the first and last non-exported packets, and
   whenever a record is discarded look at these timestamps to see if
   they are smaller or larger (respectively) of T_fd and T_ld and if
   yes update them. We further discuss in section 5 the requirement put
   on implementations by the information model described here.
   Another information that can be easily kept is the number of these
   discarding events, along with a timestamp of the first and last of
   them. This information should not be used by applications to re-
   normalize their received per flow statistics (because a flow may be
   discarded and re-created multiple times) but rather to keep under
   control the good functioning of the implemented policy. Note that we
   consider a discarding event only when the discarded flow record
   contains some not exported traffic. Otherwise, the removal of a
   record whose traffic was fully exported (after a timeout or after
   the arrival of specific packets, e.g. TCP FIN or RST) is part of the
   normal functioning of an IPFIX flow metering system.
   Note also that we consider only the case when an elimination of a
   flow record from the flow recording process leads to the complete
   loss of all the information contained in the flow record. If on the
   contrary another policy is implemented, like immediate exporting of
   the flow record before elimination, or freezing of the flow record
   and moving it in an area of memory different from which is
   considered the flow recording process for later exporting, this is
   not considered an elimination and therefore is out of the scope of
   this document.
   In parallel to the information about the number of discarded flow
   records and associated packets and bytes, it is useful to keep
   cumulative information about the number of flow records containing
   not yet exported traffic that exist in the flow recording process,
   along with the cumulative number of not exported packets and bytes
   contained in them. This information is useful also for exporting
   process related reasons, as clarified in the following paragraph.



3.3 Policies/resource limitations in the exporting process

   The exporting process may implement policies for not exporting the
   whole set of flow records of the flow recording process. In case of
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   absence of the flow recording process, when the metering process
   directly feeds the exporting process (i.e. directly compiles the
   export packets in IPFIX format), the following reasoning does not
   apply.
   The motivation for not exporting some flow records (containing non
   exported traffic) can be two: there are explicit configured policies
   or the exporting process faces resource limitation.
   An example of explicit policy can be not to export the flows whose
   accounted traffic is below a certain threshold, or a more complex
   mechanism such as the one described in [DuLuTh1] or [DuLuTh2]. An
   example of resource limitation is that the exporting process has an
   assigned, limited time slot to operate or a limited predefined
   number of export packets that it can send. There can also by hybrid
   cases where there are resource limitations and policies are applied
   in order to optimize the exported information (e.g. given that we
   want to export only N flow records, select a subset so that the
   overall number of reported packets and bytes belonging to the subset
   is maximized).
   Coming to the issue of which information it makes sense to keep
   about this flow selection, there are two cases to consider.
   If a flow is not exported and because of this decision is deleted
   from the flow recording process, we are in the same case described
   before (where the deletion was triggered by the need to make room
   for another record). The information to keep is then naturally the
   same as described before (cumulative packets and bytes for all the
   flows not exported, timestamps of the first and last packets
   belonging to non exported flow records, counter of dropping events
   and timestamp of first and last dropping event). Only the reason for
   this removal is different.
   If on the contrary a record eligible for exporting is not exported
   but it remains in the flow recording process it has always a chance
   to be exported in the future. For an application, however, it would
   be beneficial to know what it is not currently being exported
   because of exporting process policies/resource limitations, in terms
   of flow records, packets and bytes. This, not to re-normalize its
   estimates (it would be dangerous and error prone because the
   exporting of these records may be simply delayed), but rather to
   keep under control whatÆs happening: for example, understand if
   there are pathologic situations where a large number of flow records
   and/or associated traffic are never exported, or if the number of
   flow records in the flow recording process is growing, etc.
   When it comes to understanding if this information can be easily
   available, however, we recognize that there is the problem that in
   order to be aware that it has not exported a flow record, an
   exporting process should at least have browsed through it. In other
   words, we would have to assume that there is always a full scanning
   of the flow recording process associated to the exporting process
   selection decision. However, there may be more efficient



   implementations where this does not happen. Therefore, even if we
   provide support in the information model for this information,
   defining it as mandatory in the protocol definition would put a
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   constraint on the exporting process implementation, which is
   undesirable.
   However, the above information (i.e. what is in the flow recording
   process and has not been selected for exporting) can also be derived
   by an application by difference. An application knowing the count of
   the flow records in the flow recording process containing not yet
   exported traffic and the number of not exported packet and bytes
   belonging to them (we defined this info in the paragraph above), can
   in fact get it subtracting to these figures the number of flow
   records/packets/bytes it received.

4. Information model for flow selection

   We formally define the elements to contain the information described
   in the previous section. Some elements have an associated couple of
   timestamps, which we reference for brevity (when it is not
   ambiguous) as Tfirst and Tlast (instead of element_nameTfirst,
   element_nameTlast).
   Note that only packet or flow related counts have associated
   timestamps, while bytes related counts do not.
   Note also that all the following information elements are aimed at
   describing macro flows (e.g. the total number of packets and bytes
   contained in all dropped flow records). Some of these macro flows
   are additive only, in the sense that they only add contributions to
   them, but never subtract. E.g. the macro flow of the packets
   contained in flow records that are discarded from the flow reporting
   process receives a contribution when a flow record is discarded, and
   this contribution can never be subtracted. On the contrary, some of
   the macro flows can dynamically receive and loose contributions.
   E.g. the macro flows of packets not yet exported receives a
   contribution when a new packets arrives, and looses some
   contribution when there is an exporting event. Associating a
   timestamp for the oldest and most recent contributions to additive
   only flow is easy, while for the others is not (would require to
   maintain full state) and that is why we did not define timestamps
   for these information elements.

4.1 Meter process related

4.1.1 FsMeter_UnmeasPacketCount

   Contains the count of packets that were not measured because of flow
   state dependent sampling

   TsFirst: timestamp of the first packet not measured because of flow
   state dependent sampling

   TsLast: timestamp of the last packet not measured because of flow



   state dependent sampling
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4.1.2 FsMeter_UnmeasBytesCount

   Contains the count of bytes that were not measured because of flow
   state dependent sampling

4.2 Flow recording process related

4.2.1 FsFrec_PacketInDroppedRecsCount

   Contains the count of non exported packets that were contained in
   flow records eliminated from the flow recording process because of
   resource limitations/policies in the flow recording process

   TsFirst: timestamp of the first non-exported packet belonging to a
   eliminated flow record

   TsLast: timestamp of the last non-exported packet belonging to a
   eliminated flow record

4.2.2 FsFrec_ByteInDroppedRecsCount

   Contains the count of non exported bytes that were contained in flow
   records eliminated from the flow recording process because of
   resource limitations/policies in the flow recording process

4.2.3 FsFrec_FrecDroppedCount

   Contains the count of flow records containing non exported packets
   eliminated from the flow recording process because of resources
   limitations/policies in the flow recording process

   TsFirst: timestamp of the first flow record elimination event from
   the flow recording process

   TsLast: timestamp of the last flow record elimination event from the
   flow recording process

4.2.4 FsFrec_UnexportedFrecCount

   Contains the count of the flow records currently existing in the flow
   recording process containing at least one non exported packet

4.2.5 FsFrec_UnexportedPacketInFrecCount

   Contains the count of non exported packets contained in flow records
   of the flow recording process

4.2.6 FsFrec_UnexportedBytesInFrecCount

   Contains the count of non exported bytes contained in flow records of



   the flow recording process
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4.3 Flow exporting process related

4.3.1 FsExp_PacketInDroppedRecsCount

   Contains the count of non exported packets that were contained in
   flow records eliminated from the flow recording process because of
   resource limitations/policies in the exporting process

   TsFirst: timestamp of the first non exported packet belonging to a
   eliminated flow record

   TsLast: timestamp of the last non exported packet belonging to a
   eliminated flow record

4.3.2 FsExp_ByteInDroppedRecsCount

   Contains the count of non exported bytes that were contained in flow
   records eliminated from the flow recording process because of
   resource limitations/policies in the exporting process

4.3.3 FsExp_FrecDroppedCount

   Contains the count of flow records containing non exported packets
   eliminated from the flow recording process because of resource
   limitations/policies in the exporting process

   TsFirst: timestamp of the first flow record elimination event from
   the flow recording process

   TsLast: timestamp of the last flow record elimination event from the
   flow recording process

4.3.4 FsExp_UnexportedCount

   Contains the count of the flow records currently existing in the flow
   recording process containing non-exported traffic and not being
   exported because of exporting process resource lmitations/policies

4.3.5 FsExp_UnexportedPacketCount

   Contains the count of non exported packets contained in flow records
   of the flow recording process not being exported because of exporting
   process resource limitations/policies

4.3.6 FsFrec_UnexportedByteInFrecCount

   Contains the count of non exported bytes contained in flow records of
   the flow recording process not being exported because of exporting
   process resource limitations/policies



4.4 Relationship between counts
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   As mentioned in 3.3, depending on the implementation of the
   exporting process it may be difficult to get reliable information
   about the number of flow records containing non-exported traffic and
   not exported because of policies/resource limitations in the
   exporting process.
   However, the information elements defined in 4.3.4, 4.3.5, 4.3.6 can
   be also obtained by difference. For example, the number of exported
   flow records in the flow recording process and containing non
   exported traffic (4.2.4) plus the number of flow records deleted
   from the flow recording process when they still contained non
   exported traffic (4.2.3 and 4.3.3) minus the number of received flow
   records (not defined in this model) is equal to the number of flow
   records not being exported because of exporting process
   policies/resource limitations, i.e. 4.3.4. The same reasoning
   applies to non-exported packets and bytes.

5. Requirements put on implementations

   To support the described information model an implementation must
   keep, in the flow records, counts for non-exported packets and
   bytes. Sometimes these are referred as delta counts. An
   implementation may also keep absolute counts for scopes not
   specified in this information model (it appears that both delta and
   absolute counters can be exported in the IPFIX information model,
   see [Cal03], par. 6.10).
   In addition, to fully support this information model, it would be
   required to keep in a flow record a timestamp for the first and last
   non-exported packets. An implementation may need to keep timestamps
   for the first and last exported packets as well for scopes not
   specified in this information model, or to join the two timers for
   the last exported and first exported packets (which is of course an
   approximation) or to approximate them with the time of the exporting
   event.

6. Exporting of flow selection information

   As it appears evident from the described information model, the flow
   selection information is not relative to a single flow, but rather
   to the behavior of a whole metering / flow recording / exporting
   process. This is the same category of information like the one
   already described in the IPFIX information model for packet
   sampling, see [Cal03], 6.23 and 6.24 (SamplingInterval and
   SamplingAlgorithm information elements).
   As for packet sampling related information, the way to export it
   should be through the option records. In fact, [Claise03], sec. 9.1,
   states:

       ææThe Options Template Record (and its corresponding Options Data



       Record) is used to supply information about the Metering Process
       configuration or Metering Process specific data, rather than
       supplying information about IP FlowsÆÆ
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   The Options template record can contain a scope field that specifies
   ([Claise03], sec. 9.1)

       ææThe relevant portion of the Exporting Process/Metering Process
       to which the Options Template Record refers. Currently defined
       values are: can be the interface, the cache, etc.ÆÆ

   An open issue is to identify whether the currently defined scope
   types are enough for flow sampling purposes.
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